
CLASS SCHEDULING INSIGHTS: 
COURSEDOG'S
TOP 5 REPORTS FOR
INSTITUTIONAL IMPACT



SCHEDULER GOALS:
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Fully automate the course scheduling process with little to no manual 

data entry

 Save time to re-allocate to other strategic projects

 Eliminate all scheduling errors and error-prone manual data entry  
 and cleaning across multiple tools

 Say goodbye to lost requests and bottlenecks 

 Collect, store and easily and fairly utilize faculty preferences

Make most efficient use of faculty and space for cost savings

 Enforce scheduling rules to ensure compliance and eliminate  
 complex negotiations or audits

 Optimize faculty utilization

 Optimize room and resource allocation and visualize capacity
 and availability

Boost Student Success

 Easily access critical data to build schedules that get students  
 what they need

 Forecast course demand and enrollment trends

 Make data-driven decisions to improve student outcomes and  
 metrics

 Enforce student-centric scheduling policies

 Eliminate the possibility of faculty preferences standing in
 the way of student success 
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HARNESS THE POWER OF DATA
AND INSIGHTS
To improve your schedules and student success

Coursedog provides a suite of reports to ensure course offerings align 

with student demand and other strategic institutional priorities. 

From our Reports module you can take advantage of out-of-the box data analyses 

& schedule recommendations to avoid roadblocks to student success: 

- Enrollment reports 

- Schedule risk areas 

- Bottlenecks 

- Instructor workload

- Room utilization 

- Departments drill-downs

- Schedule distribution reports

In-app, guided and self-paced walk-through of our reports
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QUESTIONS WE CAN
HELP ANSWER:

TOP 5 SCHEDULING REPORTS

5. CONFLICTS
Quickly ID and address 
scheduling issues early

4. ROOMS
Usage/Average Seat 
Utilization/Distribution

3. TIMES
Distribution/Utilization/
Meeting Pattern popularity

2. INSTRUCTORS
Workload/Preferences/
Back-to-back sections

1. ENROLLMENT
Underfilled/Overfilled/
Capacity/Balanced/Heatmap

Which courses should we cancel or add 
sections to?

What is underfilled? Overfilled?
Above capacity?

Which classes are causing bottlenecks?

Is my Instructor utilization optimal?

Is my Room utilization optimal?

Is my schedule balanced/evenly distributed 
- by day/time/department?

How many students are in each building at 
any given time? 

Are we meeting the COVID capacity 
social distancing regulations?

How can I make sure my students can fit all 

required courses in their schedule?

How many instructors have back-to-back 
classes this term?
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Quickly assess where you may be over-congested or where you may have room 
to grow.

Ensure meeting patterns per Department are well distributed throughout the 
week. This can help students attend all required classes in their degree.

Filter by Building to keep track of how many students are in each building by 
hour to enforce building codes for COVID social distancing policies.

THE HEATMAP
& Why it Matters
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ENROLLMENT REPORTS
Review which courses need to add/cancel sections by Term and Department. 

Filter by Section Type, Course, Campus, Building, and more.

Below are a list of underfilled sections (sections that have low enrollment ratios).

These sections can be good candidates for elimination when considering how to be more cost efficient.

Because this information updates in real-time, this dashboard can be used for registration monitoring 

functionality. In other words, you can use real-time enrollment data to understand where you may be 

able to cut excess (underfilled) sections, or expand offerings (overfilled sections)!

Best of all, you can access each of these sections directly from this report with one click to

make edits. 
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ROI ANALYSIS
Let the Coursedog team help you prove out ROI using Section Enrollment reporting and
Demand Analytics

Work with your Coursedog CSM to customize an ROI calculator

Time reports offer insight into how scheduling metrics trend by time of day, so that you can assess 
scheduling distribution easily.

*Does not include ROI from improvements in process efficiency, space utilization, schedule distribution, student experience, 
maximizing credit hours, course access and subsequent retention rates and faculty satisfaction

$300,000 Total Upside per Semester

$262,500 in unlocked revenue for High Demand Sections

$37,500 in eliminating Superfluous Sections and Instructor Costs

TIMES
Meeting Pattern Popularity 
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Track all instructors with back-to-back sections.

Reduce Prime time bundling by ensuring Prime Time slots are not being overbooked. 

Keep track of meeting pattern usage and how many available rooms you have.

INSTRUCTORS



ROOM USAGE
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How can you use your space on campus better? Which rooms
are under-used?

CONFLICTS

Work through any 
conflicts in your 
schedule in a
single window. 

Address them early 
and often to avoid 
late-stage shifts. 



DEMAND
ANALYTICS



Offer the Right Courses, Seats and Sections by  leveraging historical demand trends.

CD analyzes historical enrollment data in order to predict future demand, giving you the tools you 
need to be more efficient and offer the courses students want and need. 

DEMAND ANALYTICS 
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DEMAND ANALYTICS 
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